Abstract. Array privatization is one of the most e ective transformations for the exploitation of parallelism. In this paper, we present a t e c hnique for automatic array privatization. Our algorithm uses data ow analysis of array references to identify privatizable arrays intraprocedurally as well as interprocedurally. It employs static and dynamic resolution to determine the last value of a lived private array. W e compare the result of automatic array privatization with that of manual array privatization and identify directions for future improvement. To enhance the e ectiveness of our algorithm, we d e v elop a goal directly technique to analysis symbolic variables in the present of conditional statements, loops and index arrays.
Introduction
Enhancing parallelism, balancing load and reducing communication is among the major tasks of today's parallelizing compilers. Memory-related dependence can severely limit the potential parallelism of a program. Privatization is a technique that allows each concurrent thread to allocate a variable in its private storage such that each thread accesses a distinct instance of the variable. By providing a distinct instance of a variable to each processor, privatization can eliminate memory related dependence. Previous studies on the e ectiveness of automatic program parallelization show t h a t privatization is one of the most e ective transformations for the exploitation of parallelism 8]. A related technique called expansion 13] transforms each reference to a particular scalar into a reference to a vector element i n s u c h a w ay that each thread accesses a di erent vector element. When applied to an array, expansion creates a new dimension for the array.
Because the access to a private variable is inherently local, privatization reduces the communication and facilitates data distribution. Since private instances of a variable are spread among all the active processors, privatization provides opportunities to spread computation among the processors and improve load balancing 16]. We present an algorithm for automatically generating an annotated parallel program from a sequential program represented by a control ow graph. In the target parallel program, each loop is annotated with its privatizable arrays and their last value assignment conditions. The algorithm has been implemented in the POLARIS parallelizing compiler. Our work on automatic array p r i v atization presents the following new results:
{ We use data ow-based analysis for array reference. Compared with the dependence analysis-based approach 1 2 ] , which has to employ parametric integer programming in its most general case, our approach is more ecient and can handle nonlinear subscripts that cannot be handled by i n teger programming.
{ The algorithm proceeds from the bottom up, which a l l o ws us to easily extend the algorithm to program call trees for interprocedural analysis. Our experience shows this interprocedural array reference analysis is necessary in many cases for successful array privatization in real applications.
{ We distinguish private arrays whose last value assignments can be determined statically from those whose last values have to be assigned dynamically at runtime. This work can potentially identify more private arrays than other algorithms can identify.
{ To e v aluate its e ectiveness, we test the algorithm on the programs in the Perfect Benchmarks. We compare the automatic privatization with manual privatization described in a previous study 8]. We nd that for further improvement, more sophisticated symbolic analysis techniques are needed.
{ To facilitate further improvement, we develop a goal-directed technique to
analyze symbolic variables in the present of conditional statements, loops, and index arrays. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is an overview of the issues in automatic array privatization and gives an example that motivates this work. Section 3 presents the algorithm. The algorithm is divided into two parts: private array identi cation and last-value assignment resolution. Section 4 c o n tains the experiments of automatic privatization of the Perfect Benchmarks and presents a comparison of automatic privatization with manual privatization. Section 5 presents a goal-directed technique that uses the SSA form of a program to determine symbolic values in the presence of conditional statements, loops, and index arrays. Section 6 presents the conclusion.
Background
Data dependence 2] speci es the precedence constraints in the execution of statements in a program due to data producer and consumer relationships. Antidependence and output dependence are memory-related or false dependence because they are not caused by the ow o f v alues from one statement to another, but by the reuse of memory locations. Consider the loop: S1: DO I = 1, N S2:
A ( Because every iteration of loop S1 accesses the same elements of array A, l o o p S1 cannot be executed in parallel. However, there is no ow o f v alue across iterations. The con ict can be resolved by declaring A to be private to each iteration of loop S1. W e add the following directives to the loop:
The INDEPENDENT directive is borrowed from HPF 10] . It speci es that the iterations of loop S1 are independent. There are two directives for a private array. The PRIVATE directive associates the privatizable arrays with each iteration of a l o o p . T h e LAST VALUE statement speci es the conditions when a processor should copy its private array v alue to the global array. T h e i n terpretation of the directives is as follows:
{ Each processor cooperating in the execution of the loop allocates the private arrays in its local storage before executing any statement in the loop.
{ During the entire execution of an iteration, references to a private array a r e directed to the processor's local instance.
{ After the execution of an iteration has completed, the processor checks the last-value assignment condition. If the condition is satis ed, the processor copies the private array to the corresponding global array. This operation is called copy-out.
The results of our research o n m a n ual array privatization of Perfect Benchmarks didn't provide any case where a privatizable array needs both a local value a n d a g l o b a l v alue. Hence our model does not have copy-in, that is, we d o n o t allow v alues to be copied from the global array to the private array. Under this assumption, our de nition of privatizable array is as follows.
De nition1. Let A be an array that is referenced in a loop L. W e s a y A is privatizable to L if the following conditions are satis ed.
1. Every fetch to an element o f A in L must be preceded by a store to the element in the same iteration of L. 2. Di erent iterations of L may access the same location of A.
2
The conditions for copying out the value of a private array to a global array are also determined by the compiler. In simple cases such as the one above, the algorithm can nd a closed form for the condition. We call these cases static last-value assignment. In the more complicated cases, such as in the following loop, the last-value assignment has to be determined at run time: In this example, the array section A(2:N) is conditionally assigned. A is still privatizable because it satis es the privatizability conditions, but its last-value assignment cannot be determined at compile time. We use the key word DY-NAMIC to specify that run-time resolution techniques such a s synchronization variable 20] w i l l h a ve to be used for the array section A(2:N). These cases are termed dynamic last-value assignment. F or instance, the compiler can associate the subarray A(2:N) with a synchronization variable last-iteration, w h i c h stores the last iteration that was written to A(2:N). E v ery iteration that de nes A(2:N) will atomically compare its iteration number with the last iteration. If its iteration number is larger than the last iteration, the processor stores its iteration number into the last-iteration variable and copy-out A(2:N). Otherwise, the assignment is ignored, because a later iteration has already written to A(2:N). Note that because all the iterations are independent, the number of copy-out operations can be reduced by s c heduling the loop backward from the last iteration to the rst iteration. 2 Given a sub owgraph L corresponding to a loop, we w ant to determine if for every iteration of the loop, all reaching de nitions to an array use come from the same iteration. We can do this through def-use analysis. The data values to be analyzed include both scalar values and array v alues. They are scalar variable, subscripted variable, and subarray. A subscripted variable consists of an array identi er and a list of subscript expressions. It is a special case of scalar variables. A subarray consists of a subscripted variable and one or more ranges for some of the indices in the subscript expression. A range includes expressions for the lower bound, upper bound, and stride. The notion of subarray w e use in this paper is an extension at the regular section used by others 4]. Using subarray, we can represent the triangular region and banded region, as well as the strip, grid, column, row, and block o f a n a r r a y. F or instance, the following examples respectively represent a dense upper triangle, grids in the upper triangle, and diagonal of array A. Here the FORALL is just an assertion, no operational constraint, such as the order of assignment t o d i e r e n t elements, is imposed.
We n o w describe the algorithm to do def-use analysis involving arrays. We start by computing outward e x p osed de nitions and uses for each basic block S in the loop body. A de nition of variable v in a basic block S is said to be outward exposed if it is the last de nition of v in S. A u s e o f v is outward exposed if S does not contain a de nition of v before this use 22].
De nition4. Let S be a basic block a n d V A R be the set of scalar variables, subscripted variables, and subarrays in the program. Henceforth these are called variables.
1. DEF(S) : = fv 2 V A R : v has an outward exposed de nition in S g 2. US E (S) : = fv 2 V A R : v has an outward exposed use in S g 3. KILL(S) : = fv 2 V A R : v has a de nition in S g 2
For the ow information of a basic block S, w e de ne MR D in (S) a s t h e s e t of variables that are always de ned upon entering S, MR D out (S) as the set of variables that are always de ned upon exiting S. Let pred(S) b e t h e s e t o f immediate predecessors of S in the loop's ow graph ignoring all the back edges, MR D in (S) can be computed using the following equations:
MR D out (S) = ( MR D in (S) ; KILL(S)) DEF(S)
(2) We start from a conservative initial solution, with each MR D in an empty s e t . The back edges in the graph are removed because MR D (S) is only concerned with the values that are de ned in the statements prior to S in the ow graph. Because back edges are deleted, the algorithm actually works on the DAG of the ow graph. Since back edges for inner loops do carry information for the analysis of the outer loop, they are handled by abstraction and aggregation in the next section.
The value of each set de ned above s u c h a s DEF, US E , KILL, a n d MR D , is a subset of V A R . Hence the domain of the data ow information set is the powerset P(V A R ). The e ect of a (union) operation is to form a union of its operands. It is precise in the sense that it will not summarize two sets unless the summary set has exactly the same members as the two s e t s . F or instance, fA(I) A(1 : N)g will return fA(I) A(1 : N)g unless I 2 1 : N], but fA(1 : N : 2) A(2 : N ; 1 : 2)g will return A(1:N). The e ect of a \ (join) operation is to form a join of its operands. It is conservative in the sense it will return an empty s e t if it cannot determine the join of its operands. For instance, fA(I)\A(1 : N)g will return unless I 2 1 : N]. Because the join is conservative, there will be some potential loss of information at each join point o f t h e o w graph. The e ectiveness of the algorithm will hence depend on the system's ability to determine the relationship between symbolic variables. This issue will be discussed in Sec. Abstraction for Inner Loop. When the algorithm nds a loop nested inside a loop body, it will recursively call itself on the inner loop. To hide the control ow of an inner loop, we i n troduce some abstraction and extend the previous de nition from a basic block to a complete loop. We start by de ning the information for one iteration of the loop.
De nition5. Let L be a loop and V A R be the variables in the program. We de ne the following set as summary set for body(L). The summary set is an abstraction of the e ect of a loop iteration on the data ow v alues. Using the summary set, we can ignore the structure of the inner loops in the analysis of the outer loop. The trade-o is that we h a ve t o m a k e a conservative approximation and may lose information in the process.
{ DEF b (L) i s t h e must de ne variables for one iteration of L i . e . t h e m ust de ne variables upon exiting the iteration:
{ US E b (L), the possibly outward exposed use variables, is the set of variables that are used in some statements of L, but do not have a n MR D in in the same iteration:
{ The privatizable variables are the variables that are used and not exposed to de nitions outside the iteration:
In the analysis of the outer loop, we m ust consider the total e ect of an inner loop on data ow v alues. That is, we need to account for the e ect of back edges and index domain of the loop. We can do this by listing the summary set for each iteration of the loop. We will use an approximation called aggregated set to compute DEF(L), US E (L), KILL(L), and P R I (L). The aggregation computes the region spanned by e a c h array reference in US E b (L), DEF b (L), KILL b , a n d P R I b (L) across the iteration space. Because we only consider do loops, the aggregation is a relatively straightforward interpretation of loop index and boundaries in the do-entry of the loop. In our representation of variables, a subarray is represented as a subscripted variable together with a subscript range. To aggregate a subarray, w e just need to concatenate the loop index and boundaries with the subscripted variable of subarray. Because one iteration's use may only be exposed to the de nitions in some previous iterations of the same loop, a naive aggregation of US E b (L) m a y e x a ggerate the exposed use set. The reason is that the uses covered by the de nitions in previous iterations are not exposed to the outside of the loop, and therefore they should be excluded from the aggregated US E (L) s e t . For the purpose of eliminating memory-related dependence in this paper, the array A in the previous example need not be privatized. The condition for privatization exists when di erent iterations of the loop access same location. This can be determined by examining P R I b (L). We will call the test the pro tability test. L e t A(r) be a reference to array A where r is a subscript expression if A(r) is a subscripted variable, or a range list if A(r) is a subarray.
If A(r) is a subscripted variable and r is a monotonic function of loop index i, then di erent iterations of i will access di erent locations of A(i) hence it is not pro table to privatize A(r), otherwise it is pro table. When there is more than one subscript of A in P R I b (L), we need to test if there is dependence between each pair of subscripted variables. We can use the Banerjee Test 2] to determine if within the loop boundaries two references referred to the same location. If A(r) is a subarray, w e need to determine if there is an iteration j 6 = i such t h a t A(r) \ A(r i=j]) 6 = , where r i=j] represents r after we substitute each appearance of loop index i with j. Again one has to test for each pair of occurrences if there is more than one occurrence of subarrays. This discussion is summarized in the algorithm shown in Fig. 2 
LV TOP(t) = ( LV BOT(S) ; KILL(S)) US E (S) (7) The algorithm traverses the ow graph backward and uses the aggregated set for each loop. This algorithm is just the natural extension of scalar live analysis to include array references.
Static and Dynamic Last-Value Assignment. After live analysis, we c a n ignore the last-value assignments for private arrays that are not live at the bottom of the loop. However, the remaining live private arrays have to be copied to their global counterparts. Two problems prevent static determination of iteration that copies its private array to the global array. One, as shown in our early example, is due to conditional de nition. Without information about which b r a n c h the program will take a t r u n time, it is impossible to determine which iteration shall assign the last value. Another problem is that some complicated subscript expressions make it ine cient to compute at compile time which iteration will assign the last value. In these cases, we will use well-known run-time techniques such a s 2 0 ] to resolve the output dependence.
Our rst step is to identify the private arrays that need dynamic last-value assignments because of conditional de nition. P R I b contains all the array u s e s that are covered by some de nition in the same iteration of the loop some of the uses are conditional, where they are covered by some conditional de nition. DEF b contains all the variables that must be de ned in every iteration of the loop. Therefore, P R I From the de nition we can compute the W B Sby comparing the set de ned in iteration i and the set de ned in the iterations after i. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 .
Note that the last iteration of loop L will always write back all its static private arrays. When we cannot nd a closed form for W B S , w e can move t h e array t o P R I dy b and use run-time resolution. Actually the algorithm itself can be linked into the program to perform a run test for each iteration. In most cases, the algorithm will nd a closed form and therefore W B Scan be determined at 
Interprocedural Analysis of Privatizable Arrays
In many cases, we n e e d t o d o i n terprocedural analysis for array p r i v atization. We can nd more deeply nested loops by looking at the loops in the subroutines. To use the algorithm for interprocedural analysis, we generalize the loop ow graph to incorporate subroutine bodies.
De nition8. Let R be a subroutine and V A R be the variables in the subroutine. We de ne the subroutine summary set for R as follows:
1. DEF(R) : = fv 2 V A R : v has a MR Dreaching all exits node of R g 2. US E (R) : = fv 2 V A R : v has an outward exposed use in R g 3. KILL(R) : = DEF(R) 2
The algorithm to nd the subroutine summary set is the same used above to compute DEF b U S E b , a n d KILL b . The input to the algorithm is now t h e owgraph of the subroutine. We run the algorithm in bottom-up order on the program call tree, such that each time we e n c o u n ter a subroutine call in a program, the summary set for the subroutine has already been computed. When the algorithm nds a subroutine call node, it reads the summary set of the subroutine, simpli es the summary set to get rid of variables that are not visible to the caller, and maps the formal parameters and common variables in the summary set to the corresponding actual parameters and common variables at the caller. Because array reshaping usually occurs in programs written in FORTRAN, the array de ned in the subroutine may h a ve a di erent shape. Our interprocedural mapping program will linearize an array in the subroutine if it has a di erent number of dimensions as in the caller. After the specialization, the algorithm will use the subroutine summary set for the call statement.
We implemented the algorithm with interprocedural analysis in the PO-LARIS system. It allows us to do automatic array privatization in loops with subroutine calls.
Automatic versus Manual Array P r i v atization
To e v aluate the e ectiveness of the algorithm, we ran the automatic array p r i v atization on the Perfect Benchmarks. We compared the number of private arrays found by the algorithm with that of the manual array p r i v atization reported in 8]. The result is shown in Table 1 . The rst column reports the number of private arrays identi ed by b o t h m a n ual and automatic privatization. The second column reports the number of private arrays identi ed by m a n ual privatization but not by automatic privatization. The third column reports the number identi ed by automatic privatization but not by m a n ual privatization. By comparing the results of automatic privatization and manual privatization, we found that the algorithm is su cient to discover most of the privatizable arrays. The lattice for array references is also adequate for representing the array use and de nition in the programs of Perfect Benchmarks. Where our algorithm failed, we f o u n d that in most instance it is due to lack of information about symbolic variables. Some of the ambiguities can be resolved by a more powerful forward substitution algorithm than that available in our current system. For instance, our algorithm failed to identify private array XE in subroutine solvhe of DYFESM. I n t h i s c a s e , XE is de ned in the geteu subroutine as a two-dimensional array XE(NDDF,NNPED) and used in solvhe as a one dimensional array XE(NDFE). It turns out that NDFE = NDDF*NNPED after interprocedural forward substitution. Some of the ambiguities can be resolved by enhancing the traditional scalar constant propagation and forward substitution. For XDT to be private to loop L1, the use in L4 must be covered by de nition in L2, i.e., we need to know i f L<=I-1. Computing the upper bound for L in loop L3, the validity of this condition in L4 can be con rmed.
The idea of keeping more than one possible value for scalars can be generalized to propagate the value for each e l e m e n t o f a n a r r a y. T h i s i s v ery useful in the case of subscripted subscripts. For instance, in ARC2D, array JPLUS and JMINU are used to store the neighboring element on a ring of size JMAX. That is, JPLUS(I) = I+1 mod JMAX, a n d JMINU(I) = I-1 mod JMAX. These values are used throughout the program. By propagating the value of the whole array, w e can use our algorithm to compute the range de ned and used.
Another interesting case arises in MDG, where we m ust inspect the condition of an IF statement to determine whether the array RL can be privatized in subroutine poteng and interf: Note that whenever (KC.EQ.0) in C3 is true, (RS(K).LE.CUT2) must also be true, because if (RS(K).GT.CUT2), then KC must be greater than 0 due to the increment i n C1. Hence RL(6:9) is privatizable in L2 because whenever RL(6:9) is used, it refers to the values de ned in the same iteration.
In some rare cases, user direction is needed to determine if an array is privatizable. This happens in OCEAN, where it cannot be statically determined if the array C and CA are de ned in subroutine in. T h e in writes to the C and CA, but the de nitions are surrounded by an error condition test. Without knowing whether the error condition will abort the program, the algorithm has no way o f knowing those arrays are de ned whenever the program returns from subroutine in.
Demand Driven Symbolic Analysis
In the last section, we s h o wed that to determine the region of an array t h a t i s u s e d in a program, a major task is to determine the relationship between symbolic variables. In this section, we present a demand-driven technique to determine the value relationship between symbolic variables. This technique is based on the Static Single Assignment (SSA) form. SSA is an intermediate representation of a program that has two useful properties: In the traditional forward substitution, because it is di cult to know w h i c h variable should be forward substituted, it usually substitutes all the variables in a program and rolls back later to avoid redundant computation. In contrast, the backward tracking of a value through SSA variable name is done on demand.
Dealing with Conditionals
One di culty in dealing with a conditional statement is to propagate the condition from the assignment o f a v ariable to the use of the variable. For the example code from ARC2D, it is di cult to know that the condition guarding the assignment t o JLOW 1 is the same condition guarding the use of JLOW 1. In situation like this, the unique variable name in the SSA representation serves as a handle to link the scattered information.
The SSA representation for the ARC2D example is as follows (we o n l y s h o w in SSA form for variables involved in loop boundaries): Note that the PHI functions for JLOW 3 and JUP 3 it is inserted in the program to distinguish values of a variable from di erent branches of the control ow graph, in this case the di erent branches of a conditional statement. We use an extended PHI function to include the predicate for the conditional statement. Cond(.NOT.PERIDC) speci es the condition in the IF statement, if Cond(.NOT.PERIDC) is true, JLOW 3 will take t h e v alue of the second parameter of the PHI function which i s JLOW 1, i f Cond(.NOT.PERIDC) is false, it will take the value of the third parameter, JLOW 2. We will rst show h o w t o i n terpret the conditional statement and then show how to compute the upper and lower bounds for the variables. For loop L3 to be executed, the condition (.NOT.PERDIC) must be true since L3 is control dependent on the S1. T racing the values of JLOW 3, JUP 3 to the PHI function we know that they will have v alue JLOW As discussed before, in this example it is su cient t o p r o ve WORK is privatizable just by showing the lower bound of JUP 3 is greater than or equal to JMAX-1 and the upper bound of JLOW 3 is less than or equal to 2. T o compute the bounds f o r a v ariable, we can make a conservative c hoice at each PHI function and ignore the predicate for the conditional statement. We start by tracing back the values for variables until they are uni ed. Then we t a k e t h e max or min on the second and third parameter of a PHI function and ignore the predicate. In addition to being goal directed and on demand, the backward tracing scheme can stop the tracing when the symbolic expressions in question are uni ed, i.e., when the variables in the expressions are the same. After that, the additional unwinding of values will not gain any more information. In a forward propagation scheme, everything must start from the most primitive v ariables and in the case of several levels of conditionals, the number of branches may q u i c kly explode and complexity m a y g r o w out of control. Because the backward tracing is goal directed and incremental, we can easily set complexity constraints such a s t h e maximum backward tracing level to a x numb e r o f n e s t e d PHI functions. After that, the algorithm can give up and degrade gracefully to reduce compile time.
Bounds for Monotonic Variables
The value of an induction variable or a monotonic variable depends on the structure of the loop in which it is assigned. Induction variable's last value can be determined using induction variable substitution technique such as presented in 18] . In this section, we will show a t e c hnique to estimate the bounds of monotonic variable. Using SSA form of loop L3 in the example from BDNA, w e h a ve: The original loop L4 will use L 2 as the value of L. I n t h i s e x a m p l e , w e extend the PHI function to include loop label L3 in it to identify the loop control. Following the terminology used by W olfe on induction variables 18], L 2 w i l l a p p e a r a s a Strongly Connected R egion (SCR) that includes a loop header PHI function and some conditional PHI functions. To nd the upper bounds of L 2, w e need to nd the cycle with maximum increment t o L 2 in the SCR. Similarly, for the lower bound of a monotonic variable, we need to nd the cycle with minimum increment t o L 2 in the SCR. This can be accomplished by b a c kward tracing and compute bounds on PHI function as follows: The way to handle loop PHI function is to take its trip count a n d m ultiply the trip count to the maximum increment in the SCR. To nd the maximum increment for a loop, we w i l l c hoose the branch with maximum increment in a conditional PHI function. In the example, the monotonic variable is L 2 and its maximum increment for each iteration is 1. L o wer bound for monotonic variables can be computed by taking a minimum function over the PHI functions.
Index Arrays
The use of the index array in the program makes it di cult to determine the array reference region in a program. ARC2D uses an index array JPLUS. I t i s assigned as follows: We can use the SSA representation to nd out the value of JPLUS(J) in loop L2. We will extend the SSA representation to array in the following way: (1) create a new array name for each array assignment (2) use the subscript to identify which element is assigned (3) replace the assignment with a special PHI function that will be written as MU((subscript),assignment,old). The assignment A(I) = exp is converted to A 1 = MU((I), exp, A 0), w h i c h i s i n terpreted as element A 1(I) will take t h e v alue of exp in the assignment while other elements of A 1 will take the value in the A 0 as before the assignment. Using this extension, our example can be transformed into the following SSA form: 
Conclusion
We presented an algorithm to automatically identify privatizable arrays in sequential FORTRAN programs to eliminate memory-related dependence. The algorithm has been implemented in the POLARIS system to perform interprocedural array privatization. Our experiments have t h us far indicated that the algorithms can privatize most of the arrays privatized by hand in 8]. To increase the coverage of the algorithms, it seems necessary to use more sophisticated techniques for determining the equivalence of symbolic variables, and interprocedural symbolic values and bounds propagation. To this purpose, we proposed a goal-directed technique that uses the SSA form of a program to determine the values and bounds of symbolic variables in the presence of conditional statements, loops, and index arrays. We are currently implementing the symbolic analysis technique and studying the application of array privatization to data distribution for greater local access and better load balancing.
